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ABSTRACT 
Arrangement of basic needs, such as food, cloth, shelter, job, comfort and development, for all the citizens of a country is an 
essential and fundamental duty of the governance of a state. Money is one of the basic economic factors that play a key role in 
the management of basic needs and other resources. Money is involved everywhere starting from basic human needs to 
complicated economic processes. Money is a declared convertible instrument that originates from the human effort, natural 
resources or combination of both. For the survival of individual, family, group, business or nation, there is need of money. 
Only the continuous, persistent and requisite flow of money can help an economy to run its affairs effectively. Because of 
shortage of money in an economic system, the process of demand and supply of goods & services as well as other economic 
factors such as GDP, employment, production, price stability, import and export etc. get badly affected. A best and effective 
economic system will maintain the optimum level of money circulation in the market. Surplus circulation may lead to wastage 
of funds and short supply will hamper the economic growth of the country. Present paper will study and explain the improving 
Indian economy from slowdown and its consequent effect on the Human Resource Management and how HRM can face these 
challenges. 
Keywords: Depression, Economic Factors,Human Effort, HRM,Indian Economy, Money, Natural Resources, Recession, 
Slowdown. 
Main Text 

Human Effort, Natural Resource and Money 
Survival of man is possible with the support of some basic needs like food, shelter, cloth, care and opportunity for 
development. These needs can be managed either directly from natural resources or by the use ofhuman effort on 
natural ormanmade resources. In the primitive times, direct exploitation of available natural resourcesfor livelihood 
was in practice but as a result of development, present human generation have reached to the stage, where highly 
processed and refined goods and servicesare necessity for survival. Primitive man’s needs werebasic,minimum and 
utmost urgentbut modern man is advanced and developed, so needshighly sophisticated and refined goods.To 
manufacture such goods and services, production process needs to be highly technology oriented, energy consuming 
and specialized.Moreover manufacturing of these goods and services is not possible by the effort of a single individual, 
organizationoreven a nation. So to address this demand ofmodern man,there is need of highly sophisticated technology, 
skills and procedures, but all this cannot be managedeasily even by highly developed countries.Any production activity 
which needs sophisticated technology, lot of energy and typical specialization can be accomplished with the help of 
highly developed mental, technical, and physicalskill based human efforts. Such efforts are possible with the help of 
advanced knowledge,skills and requisite attitude, which is very difficult to develop and acquire especially for the 
developing and underdeveloped countries. 
In the above stated complicated situation, achievement ofself-sufficiency for a nation is not possible because resources, 
knowledge, technology and talent related to all the spheres of development of a nation could not be acquired easily. So 
development and advancement has made the survival highlyspecialized, complicated, effortful and unachievable. 
Specializations have become so minute, variety and typical that even a single field can be classified into number of 
specializations, super-specializations and ultra-specializations. Fields like Medical, Engineering, Education, Law, etc. 
have become highly specialized and advanced. In past only an MBBS doctor had been enough to treat all the diseases 
but presently,even a single disease cannot be treatedby the super-specialized team of doctors. Cancer is a single disease 
but it needs different specialists to treatit. The conclusion of this discussion is that,today,the whole population of this 
earth needs everything, i.e. all the goods and services of comfort and need, but same cannot be produced or managed by 
their respective nations, because such an attemptneeds highly complex and complicated knowledge, talent, skill and 
specialization in all the spheres of development, which is nearly impossible, then how to manage allthis. Solution of 
this complicated problem could become feasibleupto appreciable extant with the invention and circulation of money. 
Moneyhelpsman to get everything, whichotherwise not possible, for leading alife of personal choices, irrespective of, 
whether individual/ country is capable of managing the desired goods and service.Nowadays, it is considered that 
money can purchase anything or everything, but this is not the case, even today the actual means for living is 
application of human effort on natural/ man-made resources. The role of sophistication and complexity in technology of 
production processes might have improved to any extant but even than the human effort is the dominating element of 
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production and revenue generation. Independentlymoney (without human effort on other resources) is incapable to 
generate goods or services.If someone is purchasing any good or service with money,basically individual is paying for 
the resources and/or human effort involved in the production of that good or service. So money independently has no 
worth to create something, rather it is just a declared, acceptable and exchangeable from of instrument for managing 
and converting human efforts and natural resources.  
 Declared: currencynote (money) is a declaration/promissory note of a countries’ Govt. for the custodian/ owner of 

the currency to provide him opportunity for purchasing/ exchanging the goods/services produced by equivalent 
combined measure of human effort and resources. 

 Accepted: currency issued by the govt. is honoured, accepted and used by the people of the country and others.  
 Exchangeable: currency can be converted it into goods/services and vice-a-versa.  

Money is a legally acceptable promissory note which has worth of convertibility and exchange. If someone is in 
ownership of money, it clearly means that owner has got this money in exchange of human effort, time, energy or the 
natural resources. In the course of advancementman has developed such techniques which can help him to earn money 
without the use of human effort and sell resources. Moreover money has become so popular, significant and necessary 
in all the economic activities that it has no alternative or replacement. Present day man’s sole efforts are to earn and 
acquire as much money as possible without giving much attention to the right or wrong means of earning and 
consequently in this race of money accrual man has forgotten that efforts and resources are the basic creator of money. 
Money generation is a cyclic process which can be explained as below: 
Money as basic inputresource of business can manage all other resources like man, material, machine and methods 
which are necessary for production of goods and services. During the process of production, raw materials undergo 
different manufacturing processes which are combined endeavor of human effort, machines orequipment and results 
into the finished goods or services as output. This output is then soldout with the help of human effort and again money 
is received and this newly acquired money may happens to be greater, same or lesser in quantum. If this output money 
is more than the input investment, only thenthe cycle of money generation completes. It is very clear from the money 
generation cycle that it is human effort only with the support of other resources, if used effectively, can generate more 
money, otherwise no other resource can independently or in association with other resources can generate 
money.Generation of new money is necessary for the production of new resources and production of new resources 
again brings more money. Both money and resources are utmost important for the maintenance of human life. Money 
has great importance in the human life, business and economy of a nation. So, whether it is economic system of 
individual, group, business orcountry, everywhere there is need of regular, persistent and optimum supply of money. If 
the quantum of money in any economic system is surplus, it will go waste, whereas shortage of money will lead to 
ineffective and malfunctioning of the economic system. 

 
Recession and Depression 
Shortage of money in the economic system of a country severely affects othereconomic factors like demand & supply 
system, GDP, employment, production, export-import and inflation rate etc. resulting to decline in the overall economic 
growth. If shortage of liquidity persists for a short period, the economic growth will decline but not much, as and when 
the shortage will be over, economy will reach back to its normal functioning. But in case,shortage of liquidity sustains 
for a long period, say for two or more than two quarters of a year then it may leadto the economic recession. If during 
the phase of economic recession, the shortage of money forces GDP (which is one of the main indicator of economic 
growth) to decline to a negative level then it is very harmful for the economic system and if thisdecliningin growthis 
not controlledat the earliest then it will have severe effecton the economy of the country.If the economic recession, with 
a negative GDP growth,persists for a period more than two quarter of a year then it is very hazardous for the economy 
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of the state and may cause economic depression which further leads to unemployment, reduced production, decline in 
inflation rate, decrease in purchase and export of the country to a miserablylow status.So simply a decline in the 
economic growth for two successive quarters is recession, economic depression is a more serious and prolonged 
recession during which the decrease in GDP is 10 % or more. This recession/depression is consequence of shortage of 
liquidity in the market and it willaffect different factors of economic growth as given below: 

 
1. GDP    - Decline to negative 
2. Employment   - Decreases 
3. Production   - Decrease  
4. Purchase   - Decrease 
5. Inflation    - Decrease 
6. Sell of goods & Services - Decrease 
7. Demand   - Decrease 
8. Supply    - Increase 
9. Export    - Decrease 

Money and Economic recession/depression 
The economic depression may be best understood with the help ofone of the Indian mythological philosophy 
propounded by the great Rishi Charvak. In his philosophy Charvak emphasized that for leading a wonderful life one 
should“ Rin Kritva, Ghrit Pibatva” (Take loan, make marry). Exactly same thing happens in the system of 
economically depressed countries. People, organizations, governmental or non-governmental agenciesand economic 
planners startsdoing same and believing the fact that if money is adequatelyavailable in the economic system of a 
country, there is no need of human effort for further economic development. With such an ignorance and 
misconception, people starts taking loan for personal and businesspurposes (Money) even beyond their incomes and 
capabilities (Natural resources and Human effort) to pay it back. The situation become more grim, when the loan 
sanctioning and granting authorities (banks, financial institution and other authorities) and the economic and financial 
planner such as central bank and finance ministries, which are considered as the economic watchdogs of the country’s 
economic system, did not notice all this and situation 

 
deteriorates to such a state that the process of recession starts and reaches to the most serious stage of 
depression.Economic depression can be better understood with the help of above diagram ofcycle of liquidity (money) 
shortage. In the economic depression, it is sheer failure on the part of economic planning and policy framing agencies 
of countries that they could not foresee the consequences of sanctioning loan without verifying the worth/capability of 
the borrowers. And this economic myopia results in a situation where an individual is having income of say 
100$/month and the loan payment installments of more than 100$/month. This is not the only limit to mental economic 
myopia,these agencies go beyond this and involve in such policy and guidelines framing where, if borrower is not in 
position to pay the loan’s installments, being beyond their capabilities, can take more loans and banks starts giving 
loans for the payment ofalready taken loans. Consequently, one of the greatest catastrophes for the economic system of 
not a single country but for the whole world emerges. World has recently faced such a situation,the aftereffects of such 
a foolishnessof some of the countries were disastrous for others.  Reason behind this disaster was inadequacy of human 
effort and imbalance between money utilization and resource production. This may be better understood by the 
following explanations: 

Income  = Money earned with the human effort and personal resources 
Expenditure  = Money spent for the goods and services produced by the effort of others 
Savings  = Unspent preserved human efforts or resources for future needs in the form of money 
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Loan  = Advance utilization of human effort and resource of others kept in the form of money with 
them or financial institutions. This advance utilization of human effort or resources of others 
(as money of others) by application of further human effort and resources will bring more 
money or resources (which are supposed to be made in future). 

In case of normal and effective functioning of an economic system   
Income  = Expenditure + Saving + Loans Payments……… (1) 
 Provided that Loans = Savings 

Here in this type of functioning of economy, there is no imbalance of money but in a mal-functioning economy 
(repression or depression) 

Income < Expenditure + Saving + Loans Payments………. (2) 
Here Loans may or may not be equal to Savings  
It is clear from the above expressionof depressed economy that the consumption of money in this economic state is 
more than income or in other word, new money is not generated because of lack of human effort. 
This may be better understood with the help of above cyclic flow diagram of money circulation. Diagram shows that the 
shortage of money becomes very severe in the period of depression, especially when measures to check this problem are 
not taken appropriately and at right time. This shortage of liquidity affects the following economic factors very badly. 
(1) Employment 
(2) Production 
Both of these factors are very important for the economic development and directly affect the life of masses.  Whenever 
loans facilities are liberally available in market for non-business or non-developmental purposes, majority of country’s 
money will be consumed as loan for general spending’s and expenditures such as maintenance of household and 
livelihood. People will excessively start depending on loans, instead of working for earning; they will dislike and 
hesitate to use their effort for resource generation because money is easily available in the form of loans for addressing 
their needs. This tendency will exhaust money from market and create shortage of funds for not only business but also 
for other purposes because money which was taken as loan and spent for non-business purposes can create no further 
revenue or other resources. In such a situation common man will have no money to purchase goods and services and 
business man will not have money for production. This situation will have double negative impact on the production to 
decline because there are very few purchasers in the market and on other hand businessman has no money for 
production, consequently businessman will start retrenching the workforce. So both the production and employment 
will decline drastically and develop a vicious circle where production is decreasing because of lack of money in the 
market and decrease in production will force the businessman to retrench employees. Retrenched employee will have no 
work and money to purchase goods resulting in the decline of purchase  
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capability. Decline in purchasing capability will further force the production to decline and consequently the 
employment. In such a situation there is danger to the human survival and livelihood because revenue (money) 
generating production is dependent on employment (i.e. Human effort) andemployment can be provided only when 
there is ample demand for production. 
Vicious circle of money crises and its management 
To overcome the above discussed severe economic crises, government in association with other financial institutions 
and banks take appropriate necessary corrective measures to manage it at national level. Whereas government and 
financial institutions alone cannot manage this catastrophe, so there is need to address this problem from all the fronts 
including corrective steps of business organization. According to a survey conducted by the Boston Consulting Group, 
when organizations were asked about the steps they are taking to respond to this crisis, they got following responses: 
 Deduction in recruitment  
 Deduction in company events  
 Deduction in bonuses linked to company performance   
 Laying off temporary employees   
 Laying off regular employees   
 Deduction in individual training   
 Cutting back on technical training  

If the nature of recommended corrective measures is analyzed, it is quite evident that among these suggestedseven 
stepsto control economic crises in business organizations, five of these involve and concerned with effective human 
resource management (HRM). So the HRM of organizations should change their viewpoint with respect to the time 
changes from a high growth environment to an uncertain environment of recession. The situation is shifting priorities 
and redefining the list of company’s issues and concerns. HRM should reevaluate whether the organizations have right 
typeand number of human resource and how this human resource can come out successfully from the volatile economic 
turbulence. In the prevailingeconomic and financial hardships, the HR strategies of business organizations are to their 
ultimate test. Organizations should observe and monitor business, financial and managerial situations to maintain their 
market share and optimum profitability, because during the financial and economic turmoil the market becomes more 
competitive in the face of declining economic growth. So organizations should work productively and effectivelyto 
improve their working, and utilize their capital and human resources more efficiently. Business management passes 
through a very challenging phase during the economic slowdown/ recession/ depressionand the most tedious job is to 
manage and maintain the human resource because recession affects employment and human resource very badly.  
Challenges before HRM to face Recession  
 To optimize the manpower strength.  
 To take strategic initiatives to increase the productivity and efficiency of the entire organization.  
 To work on compensation benefits.  
 Redesign training and development programs. On the other hand the HR Management has to find some innovative 

solutions during the recession. 
 To identify the real key employees and to intact them in the organization. 
 To identify the real top potentials and to strengthen their development program 
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 The HR Management has to have priorities in mind and the strategic impact of the HRM Innovations in the 
recession time.  

 To make the organization stronger and ready for the future growth.  
 How to intact employee during recession  
 Differentiation between good and average employees  

Symptoms of economic recovery from slowdown/ recession/ depression 
As a result of efforts exercised by government, financial institutions, banks and businessmen, to bring the depressed 
economy back to the tracks of economic growth, following changes in the economic system at macro and micro level 
will start happening and these changes are considered as the symptoms of recovery for economy to come out of the 
slowdown, recession and depression. 
 As a result of different corrective measures taken by different economic agencies to overcome the shortage of 

money in the market, the liquidity improves upto some extant. 
 Improved liquidity will enhance both the demand and supply of goods and services in the market and consequently 

the production and employment will increase. 
 The national output will start rising at a faster rate in comparison to the rate measured during the recession period.  
 Increased production and employment will further build-up the confidence of businessmen and consequently 

available money will be further used for further productive purposes. 
 Economically productive use of money will support the basic factors of economic growth to improve and   

accordingly GDP of the country will start recovering at optimum pace from the slump of the recession to the degree 
of growth.  

 A fast growth of consumption helped by rising real incomes, strong confidence and a surge in house prices and 
share prices 

 A pickup in demand for capital goods as businesses invest in extra capacity to meet strong demand and to make 
higher profits 

 More jobs created and falling unemployment and higher real wages 
 High demand for imports which may cause the economy to run a larger trade deficit because it cannot supply all of 

the goods and services that consumers are buying 
 Government tax revenues will be rising as people earn and spend more and companies are making larger profits – 

this gives the government money to increase spending in areas such as education, the environment, health and 
transport 

 An increase in inflationary pressures if the economy overheats and has a positive output gap 
If we analyze the present status of world over economic scenario, then most of economies are showing similar type of 
changes as stated above. So presently the economic system in this world is passing through the era of economic 
recovery from recession or depression.  
Human resource strategies to exploit improving economy 
During economic recession or downturnsthe organizational human resource management should come up with the 
most effective HR strategies and practices for addressing the challenges of economic commotion. Changes in the 
economic climate should be minutely observed, analyzed and monitored to face thechallenges of business to exploit odd 
situations and opportunities for the utmost benefit of organization by developing environment oriented HR strategies. 
Companies should critically workout,what kind of changes will ensure companies success? Some of effective HR 
strategies are discussed hereunder for effectual human resource management in the era of economic recession, these 
strategies are easy to implement andhelps in the strategic management of economic downturn. 

1. Realigning organizational vision and mission with newly emerged situation and developing effective strategies to 
manage the financial and economic catastrophe. 

2. Company should practice effective, strong and strategic leadership for productive actualization of companies 
objectives and goals.  

3. Restructuring of organizational human resource,as per need of environmental challenges, emerged out of 
economic recession/ depression.The restructuring of organizational human resource is not an easy job as it has to 
fit according to the needs of the organization, the business strategy and the HR Strategy in the recession.  

4. Companies should rethink and decide about the organizational performance standards according to newly 
developed economic scenario. Employees working with high performance standard can fight with the recession 
and it is trouble free to encounter the situation. 

5. Human resource management should conduct frequent SWOT analysis as per the changed environment and 
develop strategies which can maintain the optimum productivity. 

6. Review of compensation policy by taking the organizational human resource in confidence and then modifying it 
according to the current financial status. 

7. Redefining the role and responsibilities of different organizational HR positions in the light of newly emerged 
situation of economic crises so that maximum employee retrenchment can be checked. 
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8. Formation of a crises management team, which should workproactively and vigilantly to handle any untoward 
situation arising from deteriorated economic conditions. 

9. Approach of HRM Recession- the HRM Function should be proactive and ready for the recession, which may 
come any time. The HRM Function should be always very careful about the costs added to the organization as cost 
cutting always hurt. 

10. Review of recruitment and selection policies for matching them withcurrent organizational economic conditions 
for effective recruitment and selection. 

11. Giving due consideration to alternative ways of retaining workforce and moneysaving, if necessary, plan strategic 
job cuts and after retrenchment,keep the morale of the remainingemployees high by sharing thefacts even if there 
is bad news for them. 

12. Take cost cutting initiatives - elimination of all wasteful expenditure. Compromise with Lesser Profits - it may be 
necessary for survival.Generate Revenue by all Healthy Possible Means - this can come through brainstorming. 

13. Strategic initiatives to increase the productivity and efficiency of the whole organization 
a) Reduced overheads 
b) Introduced new products/services 
c) Renegotiated prices with suppliers 
d) Reduced prices 
e) Reduced headcount 
f) Discontinued products/services 
g) Reduced wages 
h) Cancellation of several benefit schemes  
i) Training and Development Programs cutting  
j) Identifying the real key employees and to keep them in the organization  
k) Identifying the real top potentials and to strengthen their development program  

 
Employers should reexamine their situation to improve their market share and profitability, become more competitive 
in the face of increasing competition, improve their effectiveness, and utilize their capital and human resources more 
efficiently. Employers should come up with the best HR practices and strategies during recession or economic 
downturns. Changes in the economic climate should provide them with the challenges and opportunities to analyze HR 
strategies.  
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